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Instruction, Student Engagement and Learning
Outcomes: A Case Study Using Anonymous Social
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Abstract—With the wide availability of mobile devices and
the growing interest in social media, numerous applications have
emerged to support student engagement in the classroom. There
is conflicting evidence, however, on whether the engagement
benefits of such applications outweigh their potential cost as
a source of disaffection. To investigate these issues, this paper
presents a case study on the usage of a social media app
(SpeakUp) during a semester-long face-to-face university course,
and its relations with the context and the learning outcomes.
In this mixed-methods study, we gathered data from multiple
sources (video recordings of the lessons, SpeakUp logs and messages, student questionnaires and course assessments) in order
to extract self-reported and observable behavioral and emotional
indicators. Our findings reveal that simple measures of behavioral
engagement were insufficient to predict academic performance.
Nevertheless, our models significantly improved using relatively
simple and unobtrusive indicators of both behavioral and emotional engagement and disaffection. This study also points out
that the mere introduction of social media in educational settings
does not guarantee a positive impact on learning. To promote an
effective use of social media in the classroom (raising engagement
while avoiding disaffection), teachers need to design the learning
activities aligning the use of social media with the learning goals.
Index Terms—Collaborative learning tools, Computer-assisted
instruction, Social networking

I. I NTRODUCTION
OCIAL media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter or
WhatsApp enable individuals and communities to share,
co-create, discuss, and modify user-generated content through
the web [1]. Given the wide adoption of these platforms
among students in their personal life, there have been several
attempts in the educational research community to reach
students through these platforms [2]–[5] or propose alternative,
education-oriented tools with similar features (e.g., Edmodo,
Twiducate or SpeakUp).
Social media tools have been used especially to foster
interaction between teachers and students. While both students
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[6]–[11] and teachers [12] perceive improvements in participation, there is still conflicting evidence about their impact
on learning [13], [14]. As with other educational technologies
and innovations, the mere introduction of social media does
not guarantee a positive effect on learning [15], [16].
To contribute to the understanding of how social media can
be used effectively in educational settings, this paper explores
the use of one such tool in face-to-face classrooms, also
referred to as ‘co-located’ settings. More specifically, we aim
to address the very real practitioner question of whether using
these tools (especially, those that allow anonymous posting of
messages) is related, not only to a raise in engagement but also
of learning outcomes [15], [17]. Apart from being relevant
for everyday educational decision-making, it also represents
an unsolved research and methodological question (as studies
linking individual outcomes with the usage of such anonymous
messaging platforms are inherently difficult to perform).
After providing an overview of existing works on student
engagement and social media for educational purposes, this
paper introduces SpeakUp [18], a mobile app designed to
promote participation in face-to-face settings. In SpeakUp,
students can anonymously join chatrooms, post messages,
comment, like or dislike them, as well as answer polls (multiple choice questions) set by the teachers.
This paper presents a case study where SpeakUp was used in
an authentic learning scenario carried out with 149 university
students and three teachers during one semester in a lecture
hall. Following the model proposed by Skinner et al. [19], this
case study explores the relation between context and actions,
as well as actions and outcomes. In our case, the context
refers to the teacher instruction (in terms of instruction style,
interaction type and content) that frames the learning activity.
The actions represent the student behavioral and emotional
engagement and disaffection with the learning activity, observed through the tool logs and face-to-face participation in
the classroom. Finally, the outcomes are the student answers
in the exam and the final score in the course. As part of our
analysis, we explore whether simple indicators of behavioral
engagement predict reliably learning outcomes, or rather we
need more complex constructs that distinguish behavioral and
emotional engagement and disaffection [19], [20]. The case
study methodology [21] guided the data gathering and analyses, leading us to involve multiple informants, use different
data gathering techniques, apply mixed methods analyses, and
process evidence from the digital and the physical space.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Student Engagement
Given the current emphasis on student success and dropout
rates in formal education, understanding and promoting student engagement has become an important issue among practitioners and researchers in the educational community [22],
considering it an indicator of intrinsic will to learn [23]. As
Henrie et al. explain in their review [24], several definitions
have been provided about engagement in the literature. The
early definition provided by Astin –who conceived it as ‘the
amount of physical and psychological energy that the student
devotes to the academic experience’ [25]– has later evolved,
connecting the time and effort invested by the students to the
learning activities and the desired learning outcomes [26].
Although closely related, some authors differentiate engagement and disaffection (or alienation) by looking at the
occurrence of behaviors and emotions that reflect maladaptive
motivational states [19], [20]. Engagement is considered a
strong predictor of student learning, grades, achievement, and
school retention [19]. Symmetrically, disaffection has been
found to be a strong predictor of poor grades, low achievement
in test scores, and eventual dropout.
Several authors proposed the engagement–disaffection dyad
as a framework to understand students’ relationships to their
learning outcome [17], [27], [28]. More concretely, Skinner
[28] proposes to look at three elements in those relationships:
the contextual factors that influence engagement and disaffection (such as the social context, self features, and experience),
student actions that can be observed in the classroom, and
consequences of engagement and disaffection, namely, learning outcomes and student success.
Fredricks et al. [29] described three main types of engagement: behavioral, emotional, and cognitive. According
to these authors, behavioral engagement refers to students’
effort, attention, and persistence during the learning activities.
Emotional engagement includes both feelings learners have
about their learning experience, such as interest, frustration,
or boredom, and their social connection with others at school.
Cognitive engagement is the focused effort learners give to
effectively understand what is being taught (e.g., student’s
involvement in planning, monitoring, and evaluation when
accomplishing tasks). Also disaffection presents these three
levels [28]: behavioral disaffection includes passivity and
withdrawal from participating in learning activities; emotional
disaffection spans boredom, anxiety, and frustration states in
the classroom; and cognitive disaffection is illustrated by, e.g.,
aimlessness, resignation, apathy or pressure.
Among the 113 papers studied by Henrie et al. in their
review on student engagement in technology-mediated learning settings [24], 77% operationalized engagement from a
behavioral perspective, using indicators such as participation,
attendance, assignments completed, or time logged in order
to measure on-task behaviors. Cognitive engagement was
measured in 43.4% of the cases using qualitative measures
inferred from the student-created artifacts. Emotional engagement indicators (in 40.7% of papers) included positive or
negative emotions towards learning or the context. Out of those

113 papers, 43%, 36% and 21% of the papers measured one,
two or three types of engagement, respectively. Regarding data
collection, three main strategies were followed in the reviewed
papers [24]: quantitative self-report (e.g., surveys), qualitative
observations (e.g., direct or video observations of students’
behavior while learning, interviews, focus groups, and the
analysis of digital content) and quantitative observations (e.g.,
frequency indicators obtained from direct o video-based human and digital observations). Each strategy posed different
pros and cons. Self-reporting is useful and frequently used
for investigating aspects of student engagement which are not
easily observable (especially, around emotional or cognitive
engagement). This strategy is in general more scalable than
human observations, however, it tends to require significant
effort from students, and may be disruptive and intrusive
within educational practice. On the other hand, observational
methods have the advantage of enabling researchers to measure engagement and disaffection during the learning process
without being disruptive. While useful for exploratory studies,
qualitative observations are difficult to scale since extensive
(human) resources may be needed to collect and analyze
the data. On the other hand, quantitative observations, while
being more prone to be automatized, may limit the aspects
of engagement and disaffection that can be studied. Thus,
the combination of both quantitative and qualitative strategies
could offer the possibility of using qualitative measures for
describing engagement and disaffection, and quantitative ones
to establish comparisons between individuals or groups and to
see their progress over time [19].
B. Student Engagement and Social Media
ICT researchers and other providers have proposed
technology-mediated innovative practices that may have a positive impact on student engagement. Among those practices,
fostering social interaction in the classroom is considered by
numerous researchers as a conditio sine qua non for learning [30], [31]. Since the 80’s, when IBM started to experiment
with student interaction systems [32], this idea has prompted
the apparition of a myriad of digital solutions. Many of these
systems are based on reactive interaction where teachers can
conduct live polls by asking multiple-choice questions and
students answer by pressing a button on a clicker [8], [33]–
[35]. On top of such a reactive channel, some systems provide
a proactive channel, where students can post questions and
comments. With the rise of mobile devices, systems also
started relying on the students’ own devices. An early effort in
this direction was the TXT-2-LRN mobile system [11], with
which students could send SMSs to the teachers.
More recently, many educational technologies have included
social media features (such as social networking, publishing
and sharing, collaboration, or content management) [3], enabling, for instance, students to vote and comment on each
other’s contributions (e.g., ClassCommons [36], Fragmented
Social Mirror [7], Pigeonhole Live [37], Backchan.nl [9], or
SpeakUp [10]). Mainstream social media, such as Twitter [2],
[16], Facebook [4], and Reddit [38], are also popular when
attempting to foster interaction in the classroom. Research
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investigating the use of such social media applications in the
classroom generally concludes that students perceive such systems positively, and that they feel it increases interactivity [6]–
[11]. Furthermore, students often prefer to use a digital channel
to interact instead of raising their hand [11].
A survey with 7969 U.S. higher education teachers [12]
found that 70.3% of faculty used social media at least once per
month in their private life and 41% in the classroom. Teachers
saw social media and technology as having a “considerable
potential” for learning, and a majority (78.9%) stated that
digital communication increases communication with students.
However, 56% of teachers also considered that social media
in class can be more distracting than helpful.
Beyond student and teacher perceptions, multitasking is
receiving increased attention, still with conflicting results.
Certain studies suggest that laptop multitasking hinders learning for both users and nearby peers [13]. On the other
hand, a recent meta-analysis on the use of mobile devices
in the classroom nuances these claims, and shows moderate
positive learning effects [39]. Other researchers argue that it
is possible to take advantage of social media in the classroom
by embracing multitasking, which students seem to be able to
do effectively in the classroom [40], [41].
While several studies show significant correlations between
the use of educational technology and student engagement
[26], [42], [43], many of these studies take place in contexts
where the use of technology can almost exclusively be ontasks (e.g., a university’s learning management system or a
MOOC provide fewer opportunities for off-task behavior and
distraction than other technologies do). Hence, it is not surprising how these studies (e.g., [44]) find that more interactions
with the technology are related to better learning outcomes. In
contrast, when students interact with social media platforms,
both on- and off-task activities are possible (or likely).
The availability of digital traces, has raised the interest in
Social Learning Analytics [45]. However, as already noted
in Tess’ literature review [46], most of the existing research
on the utility and effectiveness of social media relies on
self-reported data (e.g., surveys, questionnaires) and content
analyses (see e.g., WhatsApp [47], Pigeonhole Live [37], Mentimiter [48], Polleverywhere [49], or SpeakUp [10]), which
raises the need for further exploring participation attitudes.
While we have not found in-depth studies about student
engagement and disaffection, Table I provides an overview of
similar studies -where social media apps were used to facilitate
students anonymously participating in face-to-face classroomsthat report at least some general metrics of engagement and
disaffection based on user interactions with the apps.
Thus, when introducing these tools, we cannot assume a
direct relationship between engagement and learning outcomes
[15], [16]. Further research and practitioner involvement are
needed to untangle the complex relationships between engagement, distraction, and learning outcomes. The following
section synthesizes advice from the literature on how to
perform such research on student engagement and social media
(which helped us define the design and methods of our study).

C. Assessing the Role of Social Media in the Classroom
Echoing Chapman and Junco’s claims [15], [17], there is
still a need for understanding the possibilities and limitations
of social media, and measuring its impact on learning. In
light of such need, this paper aims to contribute to better
understanding whether, and under what circumstances, social
media usage in the classroom may have a positive impact on
learning. To guide us in this effort, we extracted a number
of guidelines from the related work presented in the previous
sections, shaping the design and methodological decisions of
our case study as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Choose a social media platform that fits the educational
goal [15], [16]: among the different social media apps
available in the market, the lectures involved in the study
chose SpeakUp (see Section III) because it provides the
functionality required for the learning activities (access
without registration to an anonymous chatroom compatible with phone, tablets and laptops) and offers the
possibility to download the data of all digital traces and
content from the chatroom for later analysis.
Design the associated learning activities with specific
outcomes in mind, which can be assessed [57]: the
different use cases for SpeakUp in the classroom were
predefined before the study (see Section V-B). Also, a
multiple-choice exam was used at the end of the course
to assess what students knew about the different topics
presented in each of the lessons.
Conduct interventions utilizing social media over longer
periods of time [15], [19]: the study spans 6 lessons of
a semester-long course, enabling longitudinal analysis of
the course evolution (see Section IV-B).
Both on-task and off-task activities should be taken into
consideration [16], [19]: as depicted in Figures 2 and 4,
our research questions and indicators take into account
both engagement and disaffection of the students by
looking at the on-task and off-task comments they have
produced, and analyzing how others react to them.
Gather quantitative and qualitative evidence [58]: beyond
looking at the volume of observable measures, our study
includes certain measures of their quality by categorizing
comments (see Table II) and mapping student actions
to the different types of engagement and disaffection,
depending on whether they were on-task or not.
Engagement and disaffection are multidimensional constructs that require thorough analysis [15], [19], [28],
[29]: this study extracts indicators related to behavioral
and emotional dimensions of engagement and disaffection
that go beyond single behavior variables (see Figure 4).
Engagement and disaffection happen in a context and
generate an outcome [19], [24], [28], [29]: following
Skinner’s model [19], our research questions (see Section
IV) explore the relation between the engagement and disaffection, the teacher instruction, and learning outcomes.
Carefully select which measures of student engagement
and disaffection should be used to study the relationship
with other variables [24]: to understand which indicators
are more relevant in relation to the context and the
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TABLE I
S IMILAR S TUDIES WITH S OCIAL M EDIA A PPS TO FACILITATE A NONYMOUS PARTICIPATION IN THE C LASSROOM .

•

•

•

•

Tool & Study
Fragmented Social
Mirror [7]
HandsUp [50]

Audience
180 HE students

Duration
3 sessions

250 HE students

1 session

Sli.do [51]

34 HE students

2 sessions

Sli.do [52]

110 HE students

6 weeks (1-hour
sessions)

Google Docs &
SurveyMonkey [53]

154 HE students

22 1-hour sessions

Hotseat [54]
Engage [55]

70-450 HE students
per class
<100 HE students

Multiple lengths
but not specified
8 45-min sessions

TodaysMeet [56]

41 HE students

7 sessions

learning outcomes, we have run correlational and multiple
linear regression analyses. Further details can be found
in Sections IV-B and V-D.
Look at individual and social forms [58], [59]: as Section
V-D shows, the social aspect is considered both as a
contextual factor (in relation to the individual and collaborative activities), and as an analysis dimension (looking
both at the individual and at the classroom level).
Combine self-reported and observable indicators [24]: as
described in Section IV-A, the study gathers both student perceptions and observations made by researchers,
observers and digital tools.
More research using computer-generated data should be
done to better understand its value for studying student
engagement and disaffection [24]: in our case, SpeakUp
traces are used to monitor the behavioral and emotional
engagement as well aw disaffection in the tool.
Avoid being disruptive and intrusive [24]: apart from a
poll and pre/post-surveys, observational methods were
used to gather evidence while the learning process occurred. Besides, interactions mediated by SpeakUp were
automatically collected to reduce the survey and (human)
observation workload. A detailed description of the informants and data sources is provided in Section IV-A.
III. S PEAK U P

SpeakUp (www.speakup.info) is a social media tool designed to facilitate and foster participation in physical settings
where face-to-face interaction is difficult either within the
audience or between the speaker and the audience (e.g., a
university lecture with a large number of students).
In a typical educational scenario with SpeakUp, teachers
create a chatroom that students can join by typing its number,
as shown in Figure 1.1. Inside the chatroom, teachers and students can post text messages, comment on existing messages,
vote them (like or dislike, see Figure 1.2) or report them as

Engagement / Disaffection
- In total: 11 questions, 106 messages
- 46 off-topic messages
- In total: 18 questions, 102 votes
- No off-topic contribution
- In total: 31 students submitted a comment on demand
- No off-topic contribution
- In total: 25.5% students submitted >2 questions, 31.8% 1-2
questions, 42.7% no question
- Off-topic contributions detected
- On average per session: 6 contributions per student, 35 students
answered the polls
- No off-topic contribution
- On average per semester: 3-18 posts per student
- In total: 54 questions
- On average per session: 3-22 questions
- Participation fluctuated between sessions without decreasing ostensibly over time (linked with the prompting by the lecturer)
- In total: 54 questions
- On average per session: 7-21 questions
- 4% of the questions were off-topic

off-task. Each message has a relevance score, which shows
the difference between the number of likes and dislikes. For
instance, the top message in Figure 1.2 has a relevance score of
16 (a total of 20 votes, 18 likes and 2 dislikes) and the bottom
message a score of 4. The chatroom creator (i.e., the teacher, in
our case) can create multiple choice questions by pressing the
‘+’ button on the bottom-left part of the screen, which leads to
the question creation screen depicted in Figure 1.3. Teachers
can give a title to their question and customize the number
of choices with several other settings, such as if the results
are displayed directly after students answer, or if teachers
can actively show or hide results, and open or close the poll.
Figure 1.4 shows how the results of the poll are displayed.
To use Speakup, participants simply need access to a device
(phone or computer) connected to the Internet. No registration
is required from either teachers or students, enabling an
immediate use of the tool. Furthermore, aligned with Junco’s
view about anonymity in social media [15], in a chatroom
all users are either anonymous or pseudonymous (depending
on how the teacher configured it), fostering the expression
of more uninhibited points of view. This implies that users
interact, not directly with one another, but rather on the basis of
the content posted by the different (pseudo-)anonymous users.
The participation in a lesson supported with SpeakUp
can occur face-to-face (i.e., teachers and students interacting
orally), as well as along the digital channel (i.e., posting
comments and voting on SpeakUp). Moreover, the usage of the
tool can be either spontaneous (e.g., students posing questions)
or guided by the teacher. For instance, a teacher can instruct
students to answer a poll on SpeakUp, or ask them to write
down what they think about a certain topic.
As it was mentioned in Section II, apart from the pedagogical affordances, a crucial reason that led us towards choosing
SpeakUp was the access to the logged data. The owner of
the room can download all actions and messages in a single
CSV file. This feature, not so often available in social media
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well, what has been achieved and what have been the issues
or dilemmas that played out in a real-life scenario. Hence,
to understand how SpeakUp can be integrated effectively in
face-to-face classrooms, this case study addresses three main
research questions (see Figure 2):
• RQ1: How does a simple definition of action (as student
behavioral engagement) relate to learning outcomes?
• RQ2: How does a more complex view of action (as
behavioral and emotional engagement and disaffection)
relate to learning outcomes?
• RQ3: What is the role that teacher instruction (in terms
of instructional activities, especially regarding SpeakUp)
plays on student action?

Fig. 2. Diagram representing the relation between the research questions and
the theoretical model proposed by Skinner et al. [19].

A. Informants, Data Gathering, and Data sources
Fig. 1. Screenshots of the SpeakUp mobile app. (1) Joining a chatroom. (2)
Viewing messages in the chatroom ordered by time or score. (3) Creating
a multiple choice question in the chatroom. (4) Visualizing the results of a
multiple choice question.

tools, has an outstanding added value for practitioners and
researchers willing to understand how the tool has been used.
IV. M ETHODOLOGY
The present study is framed within a wider research effort
towards understanding how social media can be used effectively as an additional channel of communication in faceto-face classrooms. Several studies exist about the use of
SpeakUp in classrooms, which concluded that the tool was
easy to use and motivated students to participate more in
lectures [10], [18], [60]. This paper explores how different
definitions of student action relate to learning outcomes (i.e.,
how informative these definitions are to predict academic performance), and to pedagogical aspects of the learning context
(e.g., the role teacher instruction plays on student action) in
face-to-face learning settings mediated by this technology. To
define student action, we use relatively simple and unobtrusive indicators of behavioral and emotional engagement and
disaffection already reported in the literature [24].
To achieve a deeper understanding of the usage of this social
learning tool in a context as complex as classrooms are, we
adopted a case study methodology [21]. This research methodology helps to inform practice by illustrating what has worked

Aligned with the trends in technology-enhanced learning
research [61] and the case-study methodology [21], we used
mixed methods [62], [63] in order to look at our questions
from different perspectives. More concretely, six types of
informants (2 teachers, 145 students, 1 researcher, 4 observers
during the face-to-face sessions, 7 post-hoc video coders, and
SpeakUp itself) helped us gather quantitative and qualitative
data using different techniques such as questionnaires, observations, action logging, and reports.
Our case study followed the use of SpeakUp during a whole
semester, in the face-to-face lectures of a blended university
course (see Section V-A for further details). During the faceto-face sessions, each seat in the classroom had a code which
was used by the observers to keep track of the student participation such as hands-up questions and other oral interventions
(see Figure 3). To be able to track the students across lessons,
the first day the students were asked to freely choose where
they would like to sit and keep the same place during the
whole semester. Moreover, one researcher video recorded the
teachers and made observations about the teacher instruction
and the general dynamics of the classroom. On the digital side,
SpeakUp registered all the actions and contributions made by
teachers and students throughout the course. Since due to the
anonymity it would not have been possible to relate learning
outcomes with the digital traces, the students were asked to
voluntarily disclose their anonymous user identifier for the
purposes of this research. To gather the student perspective
about the usage of SpeakUp, questionnaires were sent to the
students before and after using SpeakUp (to map the pre and
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TABLE II
E XAMPLES OF S PEAKUP M ESSAGE C ATEGORIES .
Category
On-task

Number
644

Off-task

208

Neutral

374

Examples
“The course made me think of this TED
talk: https://www.ted.com/...”
“Looking for a group”
“This app is ruining my battery”
“If I get 100 likes, I will take out my
clothes”
“answer of a blond”
“Hello”
“LOVE NCC”

post questionnaires, students provided a non-identifiable ID).
Finally, to measure learning outcomes, apart from the results
of a multiple-choice test on different course topics, we used the
overall course score, which included the test but also student
presentations and projects.

Fig. 3. Picture from one of the lessons of the study. Each student had a
card with an identifier to enable the observations about their face-to-face
interventions during the sessions.

B. Data Analysis
Different quantitative (descriptive statistics and exploratory
computational analyses) and qualitative analyses (manual coding of the messages generated by the users and video coding of
the observations) have been performed on the data. Then, the
results from these analyses were triangulated [64] to increase
the trustworthiness of our findings.
In order to better understand the relevance of the comments posted by the students, one teacher and one researcher
manually coded all of them (1182 messages), into three
main categories: on-task (e.g., questions or comments about
the content, course organization, or SpeakUp), off-task (e.g.,
spam or bullying messages) and neutral (e.g., greetings and
policing messages). Table II shows examples of messages in
each category. During the coding process, both teacher and
researcher had to agree on the category of each comment.
In a similar way, and in order to understand how was the
teacher instruction structured, the video recording of each
lesson was also coded, according to the following categories:
• TTS - Teacher talks to students (with slides/web/...)
• TPV - Teacher plays video to students

TTT - Teacher talks to other teachers
STT - Student talks to teacher (e.g., question)
• SWI - Students work individually
• SDS - Students discuss with each other
Each video was coded iteratively by at least 2 people. First,
each coder analyzed individually the videos. Then, all coders
and two researchers discussed the discrepancies found in the
inter-reliability analysis. After clarifying the discrepancies and
ambiguous situations, each coder went again through the
videos adapting the codification according to the feedback
received. Again, a sequence of inter-reliability analysis, discussion and review process took place (final mean Krippendorff’s
α = 0.85). Any (small) remaining discrepancies were decided
through majority voting, leading to the assignment of a code
(from among the six teaching-learning activity categories
above) to each second within the videos. Additionally, one
teacher annotated those moments where the contents of the
questions in the multi-choice test were mentioned during
the sessions, or when SpeakUp was used in any of the
manners/scenarios described in Section V-A (‘Backchannel’,
‘Ask me anything’, ‘Quiz’, or ‘Think-pair-share’).
To operationalize the different elements of the theoretical
model proposed by Skinner et al. [19] (namely, context, action
and outcomes), multiple indicators proposed in the technologymediated learning literature [24] have been used (see Figure 4).
While some indicators take into account simple self-reported
data about emotional or attitudinal factors (e.g., a singlequestion poll about the perception of the tool as a distraction,
taken during one of the sessions in the middle of the course),
intensive self-report measures have been avoided. This is due
to their being tedious and intrusive over longer periods of time
[24]. Hence, we make more intensive use of observational data
collected by teachers or tools (e.g., classroom attendance or
student actions logged in the system) to build our indicators.
To understand the relationships between these elements of
context (teacher instruction), action (engagement and disaffection) and outcomes (learning outcomes), basic descriptive
and exploratory statistics have been used (e.g., correlation
analyses). Considering that the distributions of the student
action indicators and learning outcomes were not normal (as
tested with Shapiro-Wilk tests), we used the non-parametric
and more robust Kendall’s correlation coefficient (τ ) and tests
to evaluate such associations. Since multiple hypotheses are
tested (for each indicator), and to keep the false discovery rate
under control, p-values in these tests were corrected using the
Benjamini-Hochberg method. Further explorations have been
made through stepwise multiple linear regression modelling,
to understand the relative strength of these trends. We used
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for model selection.
By performing this model selection, both forwards (adding
predictors successively from a model with no predictors)
and through backwards elimination (starting with the full
model with all possible indicators and removing the least
useful ones), we arrived at models that try balance simplicity
and predictive power. When performing these regressions, to
avoid the problem of multicollinearity (i.e., several of the
proposed indicators were indeed correlated among themselves
– like total and average off-task message length) that could
•
•
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muddle the interpretation of the regression results, several
indicators were removed from the modelling a priori (using
the variance inflation factor –VIF– as an indicator). For similar
reasons, exceedingly-influential outliers were removed when
building the models. Other regression model assumptions (e.g.,
homoscedasticity, normality of residuals) were checked using
diagnostic plots (e.g., Q-Q plots) and statistical tests (e.g.,
Anderson-Darling test to evaluate the normality of residuals).
For each research question, two levels of analysis are
presented: a descriptive overview of what happened with these
indicators at the classroom-level, and a second analysis at
the student-level (e.g., on the relation between engagement
and disaffection measures for each student, and their learning
outcomes). These two kinds of analyses were also made taking
the time dimension into account (e.g., aggregated measures for
the whole course vs. associations per session). Furthermore,
to explore how different kinds of teacher actions were related
to student use of the tool (RQ3), we have compared the
distributions of actions/indicators across different kinds of
teaching/learning activities. Given the aforementioned nonnormality of indicators, we performed multiple Kruskal-Wallis
rank sum tests (which is a non-parametric test that does
not assume/require a particular distribution of the data). This
test helped us understand whether the distribution of action
indicators (e.g., raw number of SpeakUp actions, or number
of on-task messages) co-occurring with different kinds of
classroom activities (e.g., the teacher playing a video, or the
students working individually, or the teaching suggesting the
use of SpeakUp) seem to be coming from substantially different distributions (e.g., with different median values) or not.
Subsequent Dunn tests (with multiple comparison p-values
adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg method) indicated
which pairs of activities were significantly different in terms
of the action indicators observed during them.

The course was divided into six face-to-face teacher-led
sessions of 105 minutes (from 16:15 to 18:00 GMT) with
a break in the middle. After these lectures (spread over
two months) followed a period of student work, classroom
presentations and final exams. In this study, we focus on
the aforementioned six sessions, which represent the teaching
period of the course. During those sessions, SpeakUp was
introduced as a complementary communication channel with
students (aside from the classic face-to-face verbal communication), to increase interaction in four different ways:
• Backchannel. Throughout the course, the application was
used as a digital channel to promote the interaction among
participants during the lessons. Students freely posted
comments and interacted with their peers by answering
and voting each others’ comments.
• Ask me anything. The application was also used to help
students post questions or problems. In each lesson, the
group of instructors checked periodically the tool and
answered whenever needed, either orally or digitally.
• Quiz. In specific situations, the instructors posed multiplechoice questions to assess the knowledge or to poll the
opinion of the students. This usage of the platform was
often coupled with (face-to-face) group discussions.
• Think-pair-share. In this kind of activity, the teachers first
guided the audience to think individually about an open
question, ask the students to discuss it in pairs, and post
an answer on the application. Later, students were asked
to read the answers of others, and express their agreement
or disagreement by commenting or voting other people’s
comments. Finally, the teachers discussed orally with the
students on the comments generated during the activity.

V. C ASE S TUDY
A. Context of the Study
The case study took place in a Communication course at
the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (Switzerland)
in 2016, during the spring semester. Figure 3 provides an
overview of the setting where the course took place. Three
teachers led the course and 149 students (37 females) registered to it. The three lecturers were familiar with the usage of
social media in the classroom, as they had already used social
media apps (such as Twitter or SpeakUp) in their practice.
Regarding the students, the pre-questionnaire shows that attitudes towards anonymous social media change depending on
gender, being females significantly more positive than males
to ask more questions with an anonymous tool.
The course introduces first-year undergraduate engineering
students to different kinds of communication channels, social
media platforms and technology-enhanced learning. A critical
goal of the course is to develop self-assessment and critical
thinking skills in those settings. Thus, teachers often raise
controversial claims often appearing in the media. Due to the
scale of the audience and the topics discussed, lecturers in this
course often struggle to enable (honest) student participation
during the face-to-face sessions.

Figure 5 represents the attendance to the six face-to-face
sessions of the course (left-hand side), as well as the face-toface interventions, the number of student users in SpeakUp
and the number of active users in the app (i.e., not only
opened it but also created messages, voted, etc.). We can
observe how, despite the fact that physical attendance remained
quite constant throughout the course, overall SpeakUp usage
showed certain signs of declining (maybe due to the “novelty
effect” of using the tool gradually subsiding). Out of the 149
students registered for the course, 128 (85.9%) volunteered
to disclose their anonymous user identifier for the purposes
of this research (i.e., to relate their learning outcomes with
their app behavior). It should be noted that, since a student
can access the app from multiple devices and web browsers at
the same time, and users are anonymous by default, it can be
the case that the number of SpeakUp student users is higher
than that of the students physically in the classroom – as
it happens in the first session. All in all, we registered 243
different student user identifiers in SpeakUp.

B. Action: Attendance, Participation and Usage of SpeakUp

C. Learning Outcomes
As mentioned in Section IV-A, two learning outcomes were
taken into consideration: the results of the multi-choice test
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Fig. 4. Indicators extracted in each one of the research questions.

Fig. 5. Overall counts of face-to-face and online participation in the six sessions of the course.

and the overall course score (calculated as a weighted mean
of the multi-choice test, student presentations and projects
during the course). The multi-choice test was composed of
twenty questions, and the resulting student scores ranged from
44–95/100, with an average value of 78. The course scores
followed the Swiss scoring standards that range from 1–6. In
our course, the scores were bell-shaped, but also had a limited
range (the lowest score was 3.6, and the highest, 6.0, with
median and average values of 5.1).
For most of the analyses described below, we used the overall course score as the main indicator of learning outcomes,
since it tracks more than just factual content knowledge, an
important aspect of the learning experience in this kind of
inter-disciplinary courses [65]. Only in the case of more finegrained analyses we used the multi-choice question responses
(e.g., to understand the action profiles of different moments
where test questions are mentioned during the lectures).
D. Results
1) How does a simple definition of student action relate to
learning outcomes? (RQ1): As mentioned in Section IV, we
have explored the relationship between simple, count-based
indicators of behavioral engagement (both from SpeakUp and
face-to-face events), and the student learning outcomes:
Classroom-level analysis. Table III and Figure 6 provide an
overview of these eight indicators, for the whole course and
for each of the six sessions that made up the course. We can

TABLE III
OVERALL C OUNTS OF (S IMPLE , C OUNT- BASED ) B EHAVIORAL
E NGAGEMENT I NDICATORS , AND C ORRELATIONS OF S UCH I NDICATORS
(K ENDALL’ S τ ) WITH THE L EARNING O UTCOMES OF E ACH S TUDENT.
Indicator
Counts
τ
n actions
22632
0.17*
create message
928
0.10
reply comment
254
0.21*
answer mc
372
0.11
reports off-task
20
-0.04
vote comments
8489
0.13
prompted participation
64
0.03
unsolicited hands-up
4
-0.10
Note: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
(p-values adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg method)

observe than in many of the indicators (e.g., total number of
actions in SpeakUp, messages created, votes) there is a clear
downward trend after the first session (again, indicating the
presence of a “novelty effect”). We can also notice in many
of the indicators that some sessions (e.g., session 3) saw a
more intense engagement of students, both in and outside the
app. This probably was motivated by the strategies used by
the lecturers in those sessions. Please, refer to RQ3 results for
a deeper discussion of this issue. An even more fine-grained
temporal view of the behavioral engagement as portrayed by
these indicators is illustrated in Figure 8 below.
Student-level analysis. Since our goal was to understand
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Fig. 6. Overall counts of simple behavioral engagement indicators for each of the sessions in the course.

the relationship between the aforementioned measures of engagement and student learning outcomes, we have performed
different kinds of analyses to establish the nature and strength
of such relationships. Using the final scores of the 124 students
who disclosed their identity and completed the course, we can
explore the correlations of the simple behavioral engagement
indicators with such learning outcome (Table III). We can
observe that many of these indicators bear little correlation
with the student learning outcomes. The exceptions are the
raw number of actions (of all kinds), and the number of
replies to other students’ messages, that each student generated
in SpeakUp, which seem to have a mild (but significant)
correlation with course outcomes. Interestingly, some of the
indicators have negative correlations with outcomes, even if
intuitively one could consider them as a good thing (e.g.,
reporting a message as off-task in SpeakUp, or putting your
hand up to ask questions during the classes). However, these
are relatively rare events in the dataset, and we should not
infer too much from them.
We further explored whether these indicators, or combinations of them, were related to the learning outcomes. Our stepwise multiple linear regression analysis led to the model that is
shown in Table IV (top). We can observe that it uses the same
two indicators correlated with the learning outcomes above
(the total number of SpeakUp actions, replies to others’ messages), but neither of those predictors is significant (meaning
that we are not certain that the actual value of the coefficient
is not zero), and the model only explains about 5% of the
variance in learning outcomes.
We can hence conclude that these eight measures of behavioral engagement, taken from both the SpeakUp logs and
simple face-to-face observations, seem insufficient to predict
reliably the academic performance of the students in our
course. To try to address the limitations of this simplistic view
of engagement as it pertains to learning, we explore further
indicators in the next section.
2) How does a more complex view of action relate to
learning outcomes (RQ2)?: Classroom-level analysis. Table V
and Figure 7 provide an overview of the additional indicators
covering behavioral and emotional engagement and disaffec-

TABLE IV
L INEAR R EGRESSION M ODELS OF L EARNING O UTCOMES BASED ON
D IFFERENT K INDS OF I NDICATORS OF E NGAGEMENT AND
D ISAFFECTION .
Indicators
B
Std.Err.B
t
p
Model: Simple Behavioral Engagement (Adj.R2 =0.05 ; p =0.02)
n actions
0.07
0.05
1.47
0.14
reply comment
0.07
0.56
1.43
0.15
Model: Engagement & Disaffection (Adj.R2 = 0.15 ; p = 0.00)
avg. length on-task messages 0.12**
0.04
2.79
0.01
likes to on-task messages
0.18**
0.06
3.07
0.00
dislikes to off-task messages
-0.10
0.06
-1.89
0.07
Note: All predictors are mean-centered and scaled by 1 standard
deviation. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.

tion (see Figure 4), for the whole course and for each of the
six sessions that made up the course. We can observe in many
of these indicators (e.g., number of off-task messages and their
average length) a similar downward trend after the first session
(cf. the notion of there being a “novelty effect”). We can also
again notice that session 3 saw a more intense behavioral
engagement of students for many indicators (which is not
present in the behavioral or emotional disaffection measures).
Student-level analysis. Once again, to explore the relationship between these additional indicators of engagement/disaffection and the student learning outcomes, we performed correlation analyses. Table V shows the correlations
(Kendall’s τ ) between the additional emotional and behavioral
indicators and the overall course score of each student. We can
observe that many of these indicators also present low correlation with student outcomes. The exceptions in this case are the
average on-task message length, the number of ’likes’ given
to other people’s on-task messages, and the number of ontask messages posted by oneself. These indicators also make
somewhat intuitive sense as predictors of learning outcomes,
as they may require a certain level of cognitive processing on
the part of the students (to compose long, relevant messages,
or read and understand others’ relevant messages in order to
upvote them).
In a similar manner as we did in the previous section
with the simple behavioral engagement indicators, here we
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Fig. 7. Overall counts and averages of additional engagement and disaffection indicators for each of the sessions in the course.

TABLE V
OVERALL C OUNTS /AVERAGES OF S ELECTED A DDITIONAL E NGAGEMENT
AND D ISAFFECTION I NDICATORS , AND C ORRELATIONS (K ENDALL’ S τ )
WITH THE L EARNING O UTCOMES OF E ACH S TUDENT.
Indicator
off-task messages

Category
Behavioral Disaffection
off-task message length Behavioral Disaf(avg.)
fection
on-task messages
Behavioral
Engagement
on-task message length Behavioral
(avg.)
Engagement
dislikes to on-task mes- Emotional Disafsages
fection
likes to off-task messages
Emotional Disaffection
Perception of SpeakUp Emotional
as useful/distracting (avg. Engagement
poll, [-2,+2])
Disaffection
dislikes to off-task mes- Emotional
sages
Engagement
likes to on-task messages
Emotional
Engagement
Note: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05.
(p-values adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg

Counts/Avgs.
202

τ
-0.01

1.71

0.02

621

0.17*

4.59

0.23**

949

0.10

1023

0.13

0.19

0.02

887

0.06

2503

0.19*

method)

again used stepwise multiple linear regression to understand
the relationships and respective importance of the different
indicators. Table IV (bottom) shows the main parameters
of the resulting best-fitting model. We can observe that the
model performs better in this case (it explains now about
15% of the variance in the outcomes). The model now has
two significant predictors, both with a positive coefficient: a)
the average length of on-task messages posted; and b) the
number of upvotes made to others’ on-task messages. These
two indicators had already been detected as potentially useful
by the correlation analyses above.
It is interesting that the third indicator used in the model,
the downvoting (or ’disliking’) of off-task messages, has a
negative coefficient. While this indicator could be intuitively
understood as a marker of positive emotional engagement, the
model seems to suggest that, once we control for the other
variables in the model, policing others’ non-relevant messages
in SpeakUp does not lead to better outcomes (maybe rather

distracting from engaging with the content). Yet, again, we
should not infer too much from this coefficient, as the evidence
for its being actually negative is not solid.
This kind of regression modeling thus seems to suggest that
taking into account a wider range of engagement and disaffection metrics, can provide enhanced predictive power about
student performance, at least for the particular case of using
anonymous, potentially distracting social media technologies
in lectures. It also starts providing ideas of a certain hierarchy
of actions in the system, and their value for learning. These
insights can be useful both for learning technology designers
and practitioners who want to scaffold learning using these
tools. The following section deepens further into the latter.
3) What is the role that teacher instruction plays on student
action? (RQ3): As we have already hinted at in some of our
results above, the fact that certain sessions, or certain moments
within a session, saw increased rates of student activity, is
bound to have been influenced (but probably not determined
completely) by what the lecturers asked students to do at that
moment, and what resources and pedagogical moves they were
using. The fact that now we have evidence that certain markers
of engagement and disaffection may be related to learning
outcomes (see RQ1, RQ2) allows us to start disentangling the
relationship between what the classroom activity was and the
aspects of student action that seem to relate with outcomes.
Figure 8 exemplifies these relationships, in the context
of session 3, by representing the classroom activities (as
coded by the research team from the video recordings), along
with several engagement indicators. Around 16:45 and 17:55
(according to the observations) two think-pair-share activities
(as described in Section V-A) by the lecturers triggered the
sudden rise of both the action indicators related to learning
outcomes (with different amounts of lag among signals). Other
variations in these indicators, smaller and less coordinated
across signals, were due to less structured activities related to
SpeakUp (e.g., around 17:15 and 17:37 there were whole-class
reflections about comments previously posted in SpeakUp)
or spontaneous activity of the students related to the topics
discussed in the classroom.
Localizing and interpreting such relationships between the
face-to-face data (from the videos) and the SpeakUp logs can
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Fig. 8. Graph of selected engagement and disaffection indicators (significant in the linear regression models), compared with the activity happening in the
class during session 3. Black dots and letters along the timeline indicate moments in which a lecturer explicitly pointed students to SpeakUp activities (see
Section V-A): T=Think-pair-share; A=Ask me anything; Q=Quiz

nevertheless be arduous by mere visual inspection. In this
sense, we could ask whether there is an association between
the moments the teachers were mentioning or encouraging
actively the use of SpeakUp (marked with black dots and
letters in Figure 8) and increased amounts of those indicators
we have identified as related to learning. Our Kruskal-Wallis
rank sum tests seem to indicate that the distribution of likes
to on-task messages is indeed different (and with higher
median value) during those episodes in which the teachers
were suggesting to use the tool (median = 2 vs. 0, χ2 = 20,
df = 1, p = 0.000). However, the same tests indicate that
there may not be such an association in terms of length of the
content-relevant messages (χ2 = 3, df = 1, p = 0.07).
We could also ask whether there are any definite patterns
in the amounts of action indicators witnessed by the different kinds of classroom activities throughout the course. As
Table VI shows, Kruskal-Wallis rank sum tests suggest that
the distributions of action values that were associated with
learning, for different teaching activities, are indeed different.
Subsequent Dunn tests (with multiple comparison p-values
adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg method) indicated
which pairs of classroom activities were significantly different
in terms of their action indicators. The combinations of
comparisons are too numerous to be detailed here, but certain
noteworthy trends should be mentioned:
• For the average length of on-task messages (which was
positively associated with learning outcomes), certain
classroom activities like students working independently
(SWI) and students asking questions to the teachers (STT)
tend to foster longer relevant messages. This makes sense
as these kinds of episodes give the student time to think,
engage with the content individually, and maybe post
relevant questions or comments. This hints at potentially
useful pedagogical patterns of use of SpeakUp: lecturers
could intersperse such individual reflection or questioning
episodes, rather than lecturing non-stop, or fostering

•

student discussions without an individual reflection phase
(e.g., using Think-Pair-Share).
Regarding the number of likes added to on-task messages
by others (also positively associated with learning outcomes), we again find activities like students working
individually (SWI) or students talking to the teacher
(STT) as having more of these behaviors than student
discussions (SDS) or teachers playing a video (TPV).
Even the classic lecturing episodes (TTS) enable such
interaction with other students’ content-relevant posts.
Again, this makes intuitive sense since student-to-student
discussions tend to be highly engaging, redirecting the
attention of students away from SpeakUp (and for good
reason, probably). This again speaks to having a balanced
mix of teaching/learning activities, that enable different
ways of engaging with the content, and directing the
students’ attention into and away from the social apps
and other media.

TABLE VI
M EDIAN VALUES OF E NGAGEMENT AND D ISAFFECTION M ETRICS , FOR
THE D IFFERENT K INDS OF C LASSROOM ACTIVITIES C ODED
T HROUGHOUT THE C OURSE .
Activity
SDS STT SWI TPV TTS TTT χ2 df
p
on-task message 0
3.0 3.89
0
0
0.5 20 6 0.002
length (avg.) (+)
likes to on-task 0
2.0 2.5
0
1
2.5 30 6 0.000
messages (+)
Note: χ2 , df and p from Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test against the
hypothesis that the data from each kind of activity comes from the same
distribution.

All in all, these results seem to indicate that SpeakUp
can indeed enable active, unstructured participation by the
students. While the tool is easy and quick to set up, and can
significantly increase classroom interactions (to the level of
thousands of them during a whole course), it is also the ground
for off-task and distracting behavior. As [10] already points
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out, using the tool effectively might require monitoring and
guiding students’ attention to more productive uses of it.
VI. D ISCUSSION
Research investigating the use of social media applications
in the classroom generally concludes that students perceive
such systems as positive and that they feel it increases interactivity [6]–[9], [11], [18], [66]. Higher engagement and
interactivity tend to have advantages for learning, as has been
proven time and again in formal settings where the technology
has been designed for learning (i.e., in an LMS, see for example [44]). However, the evidence of a relationship between
technology use and academic performance is still unclear in
the case of less-controlled technologies like anonymous social
apps. In this paper, we contribute to this knowledge base
through a case study which followed the use of SpeakUp
during a university course.
When looking at the evidence we gathered from different
sources, a first question we can ask is whether students
engaged at all in the use of the tool. While collaborative
learning situations, where the digital tool is expected to be
the primary form of communication, can see high digital
interactions traffic (e.g., [67] report an average of 15 messages
per student in just under one hour of activity), a lecture-style
setting where the technology is used rather as a ’backchannel’
to complement the main (i.e., verbal) communication, can see
very different traffic profiles (see Table I for concrete volumes
of engagement indicators). In this sense, the student activity
within our study (with an average of about 8 postings and
59 likes per student in the whole semester), is well within
the expected range for this kind of applications. This again
speaks against taking simplistic measures of engagement (like
message counting) at face value, without considering further
information about the educational setting being studied.
Another important, inherent factor of the use of this kind
of social apps in the classroom comes from the anonymity
features themselves (which make it especially difficult to
research, and may be related with the predominance of selfreport measures in prior studies). To what extent could the fact
that only part of the students disclosed their identity, bias our
results? We can make several observations and checks to assess
this possibility: 1) anonymous accounts, while numerous (46%
of the observed student accounts), represent a comparatively
low proportion of the traffic in our case study (around 20%);
2) anonymous accounts did not engage in disproportionately
different on-/off-task behaviors (e.g., always posting off-task
messages), and both disclosed and anonymous accounts had a
larger tendency towards on-task messages; 3) students that did
not disclose their identity did not have substantially different
characteristics, like course outcomes, than those that did (a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test fails to reject the hypothesis that
scores from students who disclosed their identities were drawn
from the same distribution as anonymous ones, D = 0.32,
p = 0.08). Based on these data, we suggest that anonymous
accounts may have introduced moderate amounts of noise
in the results (which may be one reason for not observing
larger correlations and variance explained by the models in

Section V). Indeed, we could consider it remarkable that even
with such noisy conditions, the proposed models and indicators
still retain some of their predictiveness.
We could also ask whether the observed student behaviors
in SpeakUp were affected by students’ dispositions or attitudes
towards the technology. The pre and post questionnaires were
used to reveal attitudes such as feelings of inclusion and
attitudes towards the technology that we kept anonymous.
This questionnaire shows that students had a positive attitude
towards the use of technology in the classroom (“I find the
use of technological tools during classes useful” on a 7-level
Likert scale M = 5.90, SD = 1.14). Related to this issue
of dispositions, it is worth mentioning that the poll performed
via SpeakUp on the first session of the course, about their
perception of the tool as distracting, can start revealing potential relationships between student attitudes or dispositions,
and their actual behaviors of engagement in SpeakUp. Interestingly, the students’ answers to this poll (n = 92, including
both anonymous and students that revealed their identity) are
rather uncorrelated with their later on-/off-task usage of the
tool (e.g., correlation with the “relevance ratio” of a student’s
messages is r = −0.01). Future investigations could include
more detailed measures of antecedents to engagement, such
as predispositions to boredom or procrastination which have
been found to be negatively associated with engagement to
online learning management systems [68].
The evidence gathered across multiple data sources (logs,
observations, video recordings, questionnaires, academic assessments, etc.) paints a nuanced picture of how student
action, both face-to-face and through SpeakUp, relates to
learning outcomes. Regarding our first research question (How
does a simple definition of action (as student behavioral
engagement) relate to learning outcomes?), we found that
simple measures of behavioral engagement, based on simple
log counts, are somewhat informative, but probably insufficient
to build fitting models of academic performance in the course
(Adj. R2 = 0.05), especially compared with other settings like
MOOCs.
Through our second research question (How does a more
complex view of action relate to learning outcomes?), we
investigated the advantages of adding multiple (but still relatively simple and unobtrusive) indicators that cover both
behavioral and emotional engagement and disaffection. Our
models based on these potentially-automatable indicators (as
opposed to, e.g., deeper content analysis that would require
manual human intervention) explained a much larger proportion of variance in the academic performance (Adj. R2 =
0.15). In this sense, our findings are in line with previous
research stating that “measuring engagement across more than
one indicator may produce the most productive information
for researchers, instructional designers, and educators” [24],
[29]. The fact that our models included both positive, expected
indicators (like on-task message length), but also somewhat
surprising negative ones (disliking an off-task message, which
in principle is a good thing), is also in line with the experiences
of many practitioners, which consider that social media in
class can be sometimes more distracting than helpful [12], and
that not all engagement with the tool is necessarily of equal
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value. Finally, it is worth comparing these results with studies
done on the use of Twitter for learning [16], which found that
message content (related vs. unrelated to the class lecture)
and message creation (responding to or creating a message)
seemed to impact student learning. Our results further detail
this notion, indicating that the length of the on-task messages
created, and the kind of response they garnered (liking them,
and ignoring the noisy, off-task messages), may also matter.
It seems that it is not using social media per se which
is related to outcomes, but rather how students use (and
are guided to use these) tools [15], [46]. This places the
innovative practitioner in the difficult position of using a tool
(social media) which might as well have adverse consequences
if not used effectively. The third research question of our
case study (What is the role that teacher instruction plays
on student action?) investigated this issue. Patterns of tool
usage and participation (e.g., longer on-task messages during
individual work activities) result from our analyses of cooccurrence between the aforementioned indicators of student
action (related to learning outcomes) and different kinds of
classroom activities. They also represent a warning against
conceptions of engagement that are too tool-centered: in our
data, students discussing was accompanied by low values in
all action indicators (since students were too busy discussing
to post messages or vote on them), which should not be
necessarily interpreted as detrimental (quite the opposite, as
deep concentration in discussing the course contents may leave
no spare attention for lower-value tool uses like downvoting an
off-task comment). This hints at future work in this area, using
advances in multimodal learning analytics [69] to complement
the digital indicators of action with physical ones, or to gather
automatically the classroom events [70], so that they can be
used in analyses such as those presented in this paper.
Our investigation of whether the engagement indicators
most related to learning outcomes changed substantially when
teachers directed students explicitly to use SpeakUp (within
RQ3), also highlights an often-overlooked issue: the importance of teacher actions (in the form of the pedagogical
design, or through explicit action) as an influence on the
observed engagement behaviors. This influence is ever more
present in face-to-face, more teacher-driven scenarios like our
case study, as compared to MOOCs or more learner-driven
activities. Hence, we posit that it is crucial, when studying
engagement, to specify (and gather data about) the pedagogical
situation and teacher actions, which may help explain the
patterns, ebbs and flows of engagement behaviors. Our study
also highlights the need to avoid simplistic or mechanistic
views of engagement, or trying to use engagement indicators
as the target of interventions (as other technological fields
and the industry often do). Rather, our results paint a more
nuanced picture in which engagement indicators explain only
a part of the variance in outcomes, and whereby having a
balanced mix of learning activities (some involving the tool,
others directing the attention away from it, or to individual
reflection) and different levels of engagement with the technology, is beneficial. Our initial investigation on the impact
of teacher actions on engagement indicators also brings to
the fore the issue of the differential value or reliability of

different indicators across teaching situations (e.g., it seemed
that average on-task message length was not greatly impacted
by teachers direct references to the tool). Overall, we can
conclude that studying engagement and linking it to learning
outcomes, in such a complex social setting as a classroom,
is an inherently hard problem – and the anonymity afforded
by SpeakUp adds further noise to any modelling or prediction
efforts. Yet, we also illustrate what methods can be used to
start tackling this problem (e.g., adding simple content analysis
to the engagement indicators, and descriptions of classroom
events), and improve our models of engagement in classroom
learning.
The findings presented in this case study, however, should
also be considered in light of a number of limitations. There
are obvious limits to the generalizability of the findings, which
stem from the fact that the study was conducted on a single
course, at an institution and by a set of lecturers that may
not be necessarily representative of other settings. Similarly,
the course being targeted at first-year undergraduate students
(which may have influenced the predisposition and behavior
of the students regarding the use of SpeakUp). Indeed, our
study followed a primarily quantitative approach, to uncover
associations between student behavior, learning outcomes and
teacher actions. It did not, however, collect deeper qualitative
data (e.g., interviews) that might have helped us delve into
the students’ experiences of using SpeakUp, and to understand
why the students used the tool the way they did. Preliminary
analyses of the (mostly quantitative) data from our pre-/postquestionnaires reveal intriguing associations between students’
self-perceptions and attitudes and their enjoyment of using the
tool (e.g., student enjoyment of the tool seems to be correlated
with higher sense of safety to express themselves before the
study, τ = 0.22*, or higher sense of belonging to the class
after the study, τ = 0.29**). Yet, those student perceptions
(and their relation with different tool usage profiles, such as
those uncovered in prior studies with SpeakUp [60]) will need
to be further explored in future research studies.
Certain limitations in the dataset should also be acknowledged, such as the fact that the academic scores, both of the
multi-choice test and overall (which had a limited range of values and did not include a baseline pre-test before the course)
were used as the main proxy for learning outcomes. The study
design and operationalization tried to strike a balance between
simplicity (in terms of technology and indicators used – to
enable easier transfer of results) and predictive power. In this
sense, even if our study required a high investment in terms
of human labor for content analysis and video coding, both
labeling tasks were kept intentionally simplistic, to make them
feasible to be automated in the near future. This, of course,
limits the depth of the insights that we can take from the
analysis of the context and the cognitive engagement of students. Further studies can also explore other sets of indicators
of engagement from existing work in formal learning settings
using LMSs [44], [71] (teacher participation, course design,
class size, student self-regulated learning characteristics, etc.).
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In our way towards understanding how to use social media
effectively in the classroom, this paper analyses the use of
SpeakUp as an anonymous communication addition in a faceto-face course with three teachers and 149 university students.
Following the model proposed by [19], we have explored
the context-actions and actions-outcomes relationships. In our
case study, the learning context is represented by the teacher
instruction, the learning outcomes by the students’ scores in
the test and the marks in the course, and the learning actions by
relatively simple and unobtrusive indicators of behavioral and
emotional engagement and disaffection used in the literature
[24].
Regarding the relation between student actions and outcomes, our study reveals that simple measures of behavioral
engagement were somewhat informative but insufficient to
predict academic performance. On the other hand, adding
multiple (but still relatively simple and unobtrusive) indicators
that cover both behavioral and emotional engagement and
disaffection, our models performed better, as other authors
also reported [24], [29]. While teachers and students reported
in this course that SpeakUp was beneficial in terms of participation [60], our results show that social media in class can
be also distracting, as teachers often point out [12]. Thus, in
future research, there should be more emphasis on the quality
of the participation, rather than on the quantity [15].
While exploring the relation between context and action,
we have been able to identify patterns that connect teacher
instruction and student action (as behavioral and emotional
engagement and disaffection). The orchestration diagram in
Figure 8 shows that the highest points of on-task message
activity match those moments when teachers guided the use
of SpeakUp (either proposing polls or open-questions, or
organizing think-pair-share activities). These results emphasize
the role that teachers play in the effective use of social media
in the classroom, and how important is to design accordingly
the learning activities [15], [16].
While case studies are not envisioned for and do not enable
generalizations, the in-depth nature of our case study allowed
us to illustrate how the guidelines extracted from the literature
can be applied in an authentic setting. Moreover, this case
study provides insights for future research and practice. First,
it illustrates the limitations of using exclusively behavioral
measures of engagement and the added value of combining
simple behavioral and emotional engagement and disaffection
indicators [15], [19], [28], [29]. Second, the study confirms the
need for looking at the quality and not only at the quantity
of participation (e.g., to distinguish distraction from positive
engagement) [58]. Third, in line with [10], our results suggest
that effective use of the app relate to teacher-led usage more
than the unstructured backchannel, where there is more room
for distraction. On this regard, the extracted patterns connecting teacher instruction and student action may help others
effectively integrate social media in the educational practice.
These strategies can complement existing advice found in the
literature, like allowing messages to be flagged and removed
by the lecturer (to avoid spam) [72], or just asking students to

behave professionally [53]. Forth, promoting the participation
of those students that may require further support (e.g., posing
questions) and addressing their needs may help to reduce the
gap between students that perform well and those that do
poorly.
To increase the transfer and scale of our study methods
into educational practice, in our future work we plan to
automate the current qualitative data codification, and expand
our catalogue of indicators through multimodal data gathering
and analytics techniques [69], [70]. For example, automatic
content analysis could be used to infer emotions from the messages, and audio analysis could automatically detect classroom
activity based on the ambient noise.
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